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Office Finally Arrives
for the iPad
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
The iPad has been around for four years, and the clamor
for a native version of Microsoft Office on the device has
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But is Microsoft a day late and a dollar short? Certainly

Keynote) for free. There also are countless other suites,
some with respectable performance, and many are free.
Although the Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote
apps are free to download
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onto your iPad, they only let you view Office documents,
not edit them or create new content. To activate these apps
on your iPad, you need a Microsoft Office 365 account,
available for home or business use. The cost for Office 365
Home Premium is either $9.99 per month or $99.99 for the
year, renewable annually. (The Business subscription ranges
in price depending on company size and number of users.)
With the Home Premium’s annual subscription, you can use
the apps on up to five PCs or Macs and five tablets. You also
get a generous 27GB of space of cloud storage on Microsoft’s OneDrive.
WHAT YOU’LL GET
There are four basic packages: Office 365 Home, Home &

features. The trade-off does offer some unique advantages

Student, Professional, or Business. I’ll continue to examine

for the smaller tablet space. The biggest of these are the

the Home Premium package. The $99.99 annual subscrip-

touch controls inherent in tablets—tap and tap-and-hold

tion can be shared with up to four other members of your

for the magnifying glass, control for touch scrolling, and of

household, who can then download the Office applications

course, pinch and zoom. And there’s a clever function in

on a PC, Mac, or iPad. The 2013 versions of Word, Excel,

PowerPoint for iPad that lets you touch the iPad’s screen to

PowerPoint, and OneNote apps are available for both PC

produce a red-dot laser pointer that you can slide around

and Mac. Outlook, Publisher, and Access are only for Win-

the page on the tablet and the projected image.

dows PCs. In addition to your hardware choices, you get Of-

There are missing features, however, and the lack of

fice on Demand, which lets you log in and use the Office

printer controls has produced the most frequent comments

apps on any other Internet-connected Windows PC—at the

from buyers. Microsoft has already addressed this issue with

library, on your friend’s computer, or wherever. Log off

a promise that a print button is on its way. The way that the

when you’re done, and the program you were using disap-

apps save also is a little different. The default setting is to au-

pears from the computer.
You can store your work on the PC or iPad on which you

tosave to your OneDrive account. But you can turn that off,
and a save button will appear that will save the file to your

are working or send it to your OneDrive cloud storage ac-

iPad. It’s unclear if Microsoft will add a function that will al-

count, which also is accessible from any Internet computer.

low you to save to DropBox, Evernote, or SugarSync

How well do the new Office apps work on the iPad? Well,
this column was written using the Word app, on a page

accounts.
One more minor warning: I tested these programs on an

that’s mostly text and white space. That’s good because there

iPad Air with an external Apple wireless keyboard. Anything

isn’t the normal jumble of toolbars at the top of the page.

that takes more than five minutes of keyboarding calls for

The toolbar has only five tabs on the top ribbon, with a thin

an external keyboard. The Excel app on the iPad has a nu-

white toolbar below it showing the icons available for that

meric keypad that pops up for easier typing than the top-

tab. For instance, the Insert tab includes page, breaks, table,

row digits on the keyboard, but you’re still tapping glass if

pictures, shapes, text box, hyperlink, and footnotes. Actually,

you use it. In the Tools section this month, check out the

these tabs contain all the basic functions from fonts and

Satechi Bluetooth Keypad. It’s a nice alternative.

styling to word count and markup. In the event you need
some of the more obscure tools, remember that you have

ANDROID IS NEXT

another copy of these programs on your PC or Mac, which

So who is more likely to benefit from this coalition, Mi-

are the complete programs.

crosoft or Apple? Probably both, along with the legion of
Office users who haven’t found an adequate substitute for
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their work apps on their iPads. And for all those who own

The Office apps on the iPad aren’t designed by the princi-

Android tablets, the good news is that a version of the Office

ples that have overloaded the original Office programs with

suite is in the works for your platform. SF
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